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Hybrid Communication Protocols and Control Algorithms for NextGen Aircraft Arrivals
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Abstract—Capacity constraints imposed by current air traffic management technologies and protocols could severely limit the performance of the Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen). A fundamental design decision in the development of this system is the level of decentralization that balances system safety and efficiency. A new surveillance technology called Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) can potentially be used to shift air traffic control to a more distributed architecture; however, channel variations and interference with existing secondary radar replies can affect ADS-B systems. This paper presents a framework for managing arrivals at an airport using a hybrid centralized/distributed algorithm for communication and control. The algorithm combines centralized control in congested regions with distributed control in lower traffic density regions. The hybrid algorithm is evaluated through realistic simulations of operations around a major airport. The proposed strategy is shown to significantly improve air traffic control performance under various operating conditions, by adapting to the underlying communication, navigation and surveillance systems. The performance of the proposed strategy is found to be comparable to fully centralized strategies, despite requiring significantly less ground infrastructure.

Index Terms—Hybrid Communication and Control, Conflict Detection and Resolution, ADS-B, NextGen.

I. INTRODUCTION

Safety and efficiency are the main objectives of the air transportation system. The airspace today is divided into sectors, each of which has an air traffic controller who is responsible for managing the traffic within it. Aircraft within a given sector are controlled centrally by the corresponding air traffic controller. A significant increase in air traffic demand is expected over the next decade, which has motivated efforts to modernize air transportation systems by leveraging improved navigation and communication technologies [1]. In the US, this future system is referred to as the Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) [1].

In the most congested regions of the airspace, centralized control of air traffic (in which a single entity controls all aircraft and information flows) will result in the most efficient operations. However, such centralization is expensive to implement on a large scale, since it requires information from all aircraft to be relayed to the central facility, either through surveillance or by communication. This problem is exacerbated as traffic demand increases. By contrast, interactions among aircraft are rare in regions of low traffic density, and a distributed control strategy (in which an aircraft unilaterally resolves conflicts) may be nearly as efficient as a centralized one. In such scenarios, a distributed system consists of multiple aircraft that cooperate for the safety and efficiency of air traffic management.

The current system relies on ground-based radars to provide centralized surveillance. Ground radars are very large structures that are expensive to deploy and need significant amounts of maintenance [2]. Furthermore, these systems are subject to terrain blockage, and cannot provide coverage in areas where there is no line-of-sight. Instead of relying on expensive ground radar technologies, NextGen aircraft will have enhanced onboard sensing capabilities, and carry wireless communication platforms [3], [4]. Wireless communication systems can operate beyond the line-of-sight constraints of radar and vision solutions, and enable cooperative techniques. The above observations suggest that an efficient and cost-effective strategy would combine centralized control in congested regions with distributed control in low-density ones.

Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) is a NextGen surveillance and communication technology in which aircraft broadcast onboard flight information via datalink to ground stations or equipped aircraft within range [3], [4]. The position and velocity data are obtained using onboard satellite navigation systems. New communication and control algorithms need to be developed in order to effectively leverage the potential of technologies such as ADS-B. They need to account for the limitations of the new technologies, as well as their interactions with legacy infrastructure. Minimal procedural modifications are desirable for easy implementation and large-scale deployment. The increased surveillance accuracy and reduced latency of ADS-B improve onboard situation awareness, and make distributed control a feasible option. However, since ADS-B uses the same bandwidth as the replies to Secondary Surveillance Radars (SSRs), high aircraft and SSR density near airports could degrade the performance of both systems [5]. Therefore, communication and control algorithms must adapt to varying interference and traffic levels in order to ensure efficient aircraft operations, while maintaining safety.

This paper presents a framework for determining the optimal level of airspace decentralization, considering both the communication and control components. We consider a region around a large urban airport and the arrival traffic to that airport. The objective is to reduce flight times while guaranteeing...
safety under increased traffic levels. Since the arrival flows into busy airports are among the most congested elements of the airspace, efficiency gains in these regions will yield system-wide benefits. The main contributions of this paper are the following: (1) A centralized/distributed communication protocol to improve surveillance performance, (2) a centralized/distributed control algorithm to minimize flight times while meeting safety constraints, and (3) the performance evaluation of the proposed hybrid centralized/distributed strategy through simulations under various conditions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II summarizes related work from the communications and control literature. Section III describes the system architecture, including the communication and control components. Section IV presents a communication protocol that adapts based on the level of decentralization. Section V describes the proposed centralized and distributed control algorithms. In Section VI, the performance of the proposed strategy is evaluated under several realistic scenarios. Finally, Section VII summarizes the main results in the paper. For simplicity, SSRs are referred to merely as radars in the reminder of this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Relevant literature on communication protocols is first considered in Section II-A. Aircraft control algorithms, especially pertaining to conflict resolution, are discussed in Section II-B.

A. Communication Protocols

Cooperative conflict detection and resolution strategies require communication and coordination between the aircraft involved [6]. Ideally, decisions made by each aircraft are based on complete state information about the entire network. Therefore, the key components of surveillance system design are the transmit power and channel access control. This section describes related work from literature on cellular and wireless ad hoc networks, and the challenges involved in applying existing solutions to air traffic surveillance.

Transmit power control of the physical layer is a key aspect in the design of communication protocols. The objectives of power control are the mitigation of multiple access interference and the conservation of battery power, a valuable resource in cellular and ad hoc networks. Power control has been extensively studied in the context of cellular systems [7] and ad hoc networks [8]. Distributed iterative power control algorithms have been introduced for different systems and fast convergence results have been established [7], [8]. In [9], a heuristic broadcast incremental power algorithm determines the minimum power tree rooted at the source node, that reaches all the other nodes in the network. In general, power control is a difficult problem for which no scalable solutions are known for wireless networks. Furthermore, it is worth noting that most power control algorithms require a separate feedback channel that enables receivers to send their Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise-Ratio (SINR) measurements back to the transmitters. However, in the broadcast scenario, it is inefficient to send an explicit feedback message due to overhead, contention between receivers and node mobility. It is therefore difficult to adapt the cellular version of distributed power control for ADS-B. Furthermore, in contrast to other wireless networks, the relative energy consumption of the communication component is typically small in control systems.

The design of the channel access mechanism is also important in communication networks. Conflict-free access provides channel control by explicit scheduling transmissions, leading to better channel utilization and handling of priorities, and greater stability. The problem of scheduling conflict-free transmissions in time division multiple access multi-hop packet radio networks has received considerable attention in the context of broadcast [10]. The objective of this approach is to use the shortest frames possible in order to obtain high spatial reuse. However, the construction of a broadcasting schedule of minimum length in a radio network is known to be NP-hard [11]. In mobile networks, scheduling protocols may require constant updates dependent on rapid changes of topology. Many topology-dependent scheduling algorithms require a recomputation of transmission schedules for each topology change [12]. The efficiency and robustness is therefore vulnerable in a mobile environment. Even if the realignment of schedules after each topology change is done in a distributed way, significant overhead is generated [12].

The contention access mechanism is characterized by its simplicity in terms of implementation, but it does not provide the nodes with deterministically guaranteed performance [13]. The fair allocation of bandwidth among different nodes is one of the critical problems that affects the stability and safety of the control system. Prior research focuses on the fairness issues of single-hop wireless networks [14], [15]. Recently, there has been considerable interest to study the fairness of multi-hop wireless networks [16], [17]. A centralized max-min fairness approach for wireless mesh networks which strives to achieve end-to-end fairness is presented in [16]. In [17], a centralized algorithm is presented for achieving lexicographic max-min fairness in wireless sensor networks. However these papers address the problem for fixed infrastructure based wireless access networks which is different from our scenario. Our aim is to present a distributed solution as compared to the centralized solution for mobile networks.

B. Air Traffic Control Strategies

The most unrestricted form of air traffic control is the free flight concept, as described in [18]. In this scenario, an optimal trajectory is calculated by each aircraft using current traffic information. A range of free-flight objectives has been considered in literature, including maximizing safety [19] and minimizing flight times [20]–[22]. Time-optimal trajectories are calculated using mixed-integer linear programming for a two-dimensional airspace model in [23] and similar three-dimensional ones in [20] and [22]. These studies typically solve small-scale versions of the problem, since optimization formulations for stochastic systems of realistic size quickly become computationally intractable [24]. For practical reasons, it is desirable to maintain the current airspace layout for operational implementation. In contrast to previous approaches, this paper relaxes the assumption that state information from all aircraft is continuously available.
Air traffic control algorithms can be broadly classified into two types, namely, centralized and distributed approaches. Distributed algorithms [21], [25], [26], [27] are typically based on negotiations among aircraft to find optimal conflict resolution maneuvers, or can be developed based on non-cooperative game theory. Free-flight approaches typically fall into this category of algorithms. By contrast, centralized algorithms [20], [22], [23], [28] assume that information is consolidated at a single central facility, which then solves for the optimal trajectories for all aircraft. Information gathering is usually via ground radar systems, although recent papers have considered the availability of ADS-B. An extensive overview of strategies for conflict resolution can be found in [6].

At very short time-scales, conflict resolution is performed by onboard collision avoidance systems, such as the Traffic Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) [29], [30], or the proposed Airborne Collision Avoidance System [31], [32]. The requirements of these systems are tailored for onboard collision avoidance, and not for long-range efficiency. Implementing conflict resolution over a long time-scale is known to yield more efficient trajectories [33]. However, onboard collision avoidance systems cannot easily be extended to long range conflict resolution due to their limited range (typically 15 nm) and poor performance in high-density airspaces [30].

This paper proposes a hybrid centralized/distributed algorithm for conflict detection and resolution. It combines distributed control in low-density airspace, with centralized control in the high-density terminal areas. This hybrid approach offers the dual advantage of reduced ground infrastructure cost due to decentralization and the efficiency of centralization, by appropriately classifying regions of airspace for each type of control. The paper shows that the control strategy minimizes the time required to land all the aircraft currently present in the airspace being considered, if state measurements are accurate. It also shows that for the two-aircraft scenario, the stability of the control strategy is governed by a geometric constraint on the maximum time interval between state updates. Furthermore, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, this paper is the first one that considers a detailed communication model for the surveillance network along with the control problem.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The system architecture proposed in this paper combines the communication and control components of air traffic management. Fig. 1 shows the airspace model, based on the Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) terminal-area or Terminal Radar Approach and Control (TRACON). The system is composed of a centralized control region for aircraft close to the airport and a distributed control region for aircraft farther out. The centralized zone is a circle of radius $R$, while outside it is a concentric disc around the centralized region. Designated intersections of two or more arrival paths in the airspace are known as fixes, while the straight-line paths between two fixes are called links.

In the centralized region, surveillance is conducted by ADS-B ground stations and radar systems. Ground stations receive state information about aircraft within range from their ADS-B transmissions. The radars scan through $360^\circ$ of azimuth and send information to central facilities [34]. Each radar interrogates aircraft transponders within range, which respond using a directional antenna. The interrogations are transmitted in the 1030 MHz band, and the replies are sent by aircraft in the 1090 MHz band. Since ADS-B operations share the 1090 MHz channel with radar replies, it uses a random access mechanism to avoid the interference of existing systems. The interference between the radar and ADS-B systems is investigated in [5]. In the ADS-B standard, each aircraft separately transmits the position and velocity messages at a rate of 2 messages per second [3]. The position or velocity information is inserted into the 56-bit message field using a 112-bit long ADS-B message.

The transmit power is fixed between $51 – 57$ dBm. As the density of ADS-B avionics grows, increased interference levels could adversely affect the performance of both the radar and ADS-B systems [5]. It is important to ensure that the signals transmitted by ADS-B avionics do not degrade the sensing ability of the radars. Therefore, aircraft in the centralized zone use the minimum ADS-B transmit power and minimum channel access probability. The centralized control algorithm calculates the optimal velocities for all aircraft, based on their last known information.

Outside the centralized zone, the airspace is further divided into the handover and distributed zones. In the distributed zone, each aircraft uses an adaptive channel access algorithm to minimize the State Update Interval (SUI), that is, the time between its successful state vector reports. Maximum transmit power is used in this region in order to maximize information coverage. The channel access algorithm coordinates independent message transmissions to mitigate strong levels of interference, which cannot be overcome by power control alone. The handover zone is located between the centralized and distributed zones. Each aircraft adapts its transmit power while maintaining the default channel access probability. The details of the communication protocol are presented in Section IV. Distributed control uses only ADS-B surveillance, and is valid in both the handover and distributed zones. The proposed control algorithm is described in Section V.
IV. Communication Protocols

This section describes a distributed power control and channel access control of ADS-B. Given a transmit power, each aircraft transmits an ADS-B message with a given channel access probability. Each aircraft determines its transmit power and channel access probability by considering its information coverage, SUI, and interference with radars.

A. Power Control

An algorithm that determines the transmit power of ADS-B based on the distance of each aircraft from the centralized boundary is presented here. The goal is to tune the transmit power such that information coverage of each aircraft is maximized while limiting interference with radars. A wireless link is characterized by the condition for successful reception, defined as $\text{SINR} \geq \beta$, where $\beta$ is a predefined threshold [3]. It is assumed that $b_i$ is the range up to which aircraft $i$ intends to broadcast its messages. Given a noise $\epsilon$ and assuming zero interference, the optimal transmit power $p_i$ for range $b_i$ is

$$p_i = \beta \epsilon b_i^\alpha,$$

where the path loss exponent $\alpha$ is a parameter that typically takes a value between 2 and 4 [35]. We assume an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) $\epsilon$ with a zero-mean and standard deviation $\sigma$. By considering the feasible range of the transmit power $[p_{\text{min}}, p_{\text{max}}]$, the power update relation for aircraft $i$ is

$$p_i = \begin{cases} \max(p_{\text{min}}, \min(p_{\text{max}}, \beta \epsilon g_i^\alpha)) & \text{for } g_i \geq 0 \\ p_{\text{min}} & \text{for } g_i < 0 \end{cases}$$

(1)

where $g_i$ is the distance from aircraft $i$ to the boundary of the centralized zone. When the aircraft is far away from the centralized zone, the maximum transmit power, $p_{\text{max}}$, is used, which corresponds to the fully distributed zone. As the aircraft approaches the centralized zone, it decreases its transmit power in the handover zone to $\beta \epsilon g_i^\alpha$, in order to reduce the inference with the radars. Once inside the centralized zone ($g_i < 0$), each aircraft uses the minimum transmit power, $p_{\text{min}}$.

A simple power control algorithm for the radar replies, based on an AWGN model of the wireless channel, is presented. The radar interrogates aircraft transponders which respond with aircraft information using a directional antenna. For bidirectional communication between aircraft $i$ and radar $j$, the received power $y_{ij}(t)$ at time $t$ is

$$y_{ij}(t) = p_i(t) + c_{ij}(t),$$

where $p_i(t)$ is the reply transmit power of aircraft $i$ and $c_{ij}(t)$ is the channel attenuation from aircraft $i$ to radar $j$ at time $t$. The received transmission can be successfully detected only if $y_{ij}(t) \geq \nu$, otherwise it is in outage, where $\nu$ is a predefined threshold [34]. The minimum transmit power that avoids outage is given by $p_i(t) = \nu - c_{ij}(t)$. The channel attenuation $c_{ij}(t)$ at time $t$ can be closely approximated by the attenuation of an interrogation from radar $j$ to aircraft $i$ at the previous time instant, $c_{ij}(t - 1)$. The channel link gain matrix is expected to change slowly compared to the interval between interrogator and reply transmissions, i.e., $c_{ij}(t - 1) \approx c_{ij}(t)$. In addition, assuming symmetric channel attenuation ($c_{ij}(t) \approx c_{ji}(t)$), aircraft $i$ can approximate the channel attenuation of $c_{ij}(t)$ by $c_{ji}(t - 1)$. A simple algorithm can then be derived to calculate $p_i(t)$:

$$p_i(t) = \nu - c_{ji}(t - 1) + \epsilon,$$

(2)

where $\epsilon$ is the offset considering fading. $\nu = \sigma Q^{-1}(1 - P_s)$, where $P_s$ denotes the required reply reception rate and the Q-function, $Q = 0.5(1 - \text{erf}(1/\sqrt{2}))$ where $\text{erf}$ is the standard error function. When each aircraft $i$ receives an interrogation, it recalls the transmit power level of radar $j$ and estimates the channel loss. It then replies with the transmit power $p_i(t)$ given by Eq. (2).

B. Channel Access Control

In order to satisfy the minimum separation constraint between two aircraft, the control strategy can tolerate a certain maximum amount of latency in the system. Therefore, each aircraft is required to have at least one successful broadcast within a maximum allowable SUI $\eta_i$, with a minimum probability $\Gamma_i$. Recall that the SUI is the time between its successful state vector reports. Section V describes how the value of $\eta_i$ will be determined by the control strategy. Here, the channel access problem is first formulated as an optimization problem. Then, a simple distributed algorithm that achieves globally optimal update rates using only local information is proposed. The constraint on the SUI can be described by

$$\Pr[\mu_i(\tau) \leq \eta_i] \geq \Gamma_i, \quad \forall i \in N,$$

(3)

where $\tau_i$ is the channel access probability of aircraft $i$, $\tau$ is the corresponding vector, $N$ denotes the set of aircraft, $\mu_i$ is the SUI of aircraft $i$ (a function of the vector $\tau$), $\eta_i$ is the desired maximum allowable SUI and $\Gamma_i$ is the lower bound on the probability with which the SUI is less than $\eta_i$.

Let us assume that aircraft $i$ is sampled with a period $h_i$ and that the probability of a successful broadcast is $\gamma_i(\tau)$. Packet loss is modeled as a Bernoulli random process with parameter $1 - \gamma_i(\tau)$. Assuming $\eta_i \gg h_i$, the number of transmissions is approximately $\frac{h_i}{\eta_i}$ in time $\eta_i$. Therefore, Eq. (3) becomes

$$1 - (1 - \gamma_i(\tau))^{\frac{h_i}{\eta_i}} \geq \Gamma_i, \quad \forall i \in N.$$  

(4)

The SUI constraint is interpreted as a delivery ratio requirement. After some manipulation, Eq. (4) can be written as

$$\gamma_i \geq \gamma_{i,\text{min}} = 1 - \exp\left(\frac{h_i}{\eta_i} \log(1 - \Gamma_i)\right),$$

(5)

where $\gamma_{i,\text{min}}$ is the minimum required probability of successful broadcast of aircraft $i$ for distributed control. The control designer has the flexibility to tune the parameters $\eta_i$ and $\Gamma_i$. Note that $\gamma_{i,\text{min}}$ increases as the maximum allowable SUI decreases. This means that there is less slack in the network requirements when fast control is desired. Eq. (5) captures the interaction between the communication and control components.

The probability to meet the SUI requirement in Eq. (4) is an increasing function in $\gamma_i(\tau)$. Therefore, we address the problem of how each aircraft should decide its channel access probability to maximize broadcast throughput. By considering
the network utility maximization problem with weight factors [36], the channel access probability vector $\tau^* = (\tau^*_i, i \in N)$, that maximizes network broadcast throughput is given by

$$\tau^* = \arg \max_{0 \leq \tau_i \leq 1} \sum_{i \in N} -\gamma_{i,\min} \log \gamma_i(\tau),$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

where $\gamma_{i,\min}$ is given in Eq. (5). The objective function of Eq. (6) assigns more network resources as $\gamma_{i,\min}$ increases i.e., more network resources for faster control systems. Different utility functions are discussed in [36].

The probability of successful broadcast $\gamma_i(\tau)$ is now derived in the context of random access networks. Consider a general wireless network, where all aircraft need not be within transmission range of each other. The network is modeled as an undirected graph. A link exists between two aircraft if and only if they can receive each other’s transmissions.

**Proposition 1:** The probability of a successful broadcast by aircraft $i$ is

$$\gamma_i(\tau) = \tau_i \prod_{j \in O_i} (1 - \tau_j) \prod_{k \in S_i} (1 - \tau_k), \hspace{1cm} \tau \in \mathcal{T}_F,$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

where $\tau_i$ is the channel access probability of aircraft $i$, $\tau$ denotes the vector of channel access probabilities for all aircraft, $\mathcal{T}_F$ is the feasible region for $\tau$, i.e., $\mathcal{T}_F = \tau : 0 \leq \tau_i \leq 1, \forall i \in N, O_i$ represents the set of aircraft that can receive $i$’s signals, and $S_i$ denotes the set of the neighbors’ neighbors of aircraft $i$.

**Proof:** The transmission of a given aircraft is successful if the following holds: (1) the destination aircraft is not transmitting, and (2) the other neighbors of the destination aircraft are not transmitting. In each slot, each aircraft transmits a packet with probability $\tau_i$. For any aircraft $i$, the set of $i$’s neighbors, $O_i = \{j : (i, j) \in E\}$, represents the set of aircraft that can receive $i$’s signals. The set of two-hop neighbors of $i$, $S_i = \cup_{j \in O_i} O_j \{O_i \cup \{i\}\}$, represents the set of neighbors that can receive $j$’s signals for $j \in O_i$, excluding $O_i$ and $i$. A broadcast from aircraft $i$ is successful if and only if no aircraft in $O_i \cup S_i$ transmits during the same slot. The probability of a successful broadcast from aircraft $i$ is given by Eq. (7). The term $\prod_{j \in O_i} (1 - \tau_j) \prod_{k \in S_i} (1 - \tau_k)$ is the probability that a packet transmitted from aircraft $i$ is successfully received by neighbors $j \in O_i$. Note that $\prod_{j \in O_i} (1 - \tau_j)$ means that an aircraft is not allowed to transmit and receive simultaneously, and $\prod_{k \in S_i} (1 - \tau_k)$ means that an aircraft cannot receive from more than one neighbor at the same time.

A distributed algorithm that uses Eq. (7) to achieve the optimal channel access probability is now described.

**Theorem 1:** The optimal access probability of aircraft $i$ is given by

$$\tau_i^* = \frac{\gamma_{i,\min}}{\gamma_{i,\min} + \sum_{j \in L_i} \tau_j,\min},$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)$$

where $L_i$ is the set of aircraft that are one-hop or two-hop neighbors of aircraft $i$ and $\gamma_{i,\min}$ is given by Eq. (5).

**Proof:** The objective function of Eq. (6) is written as

$$U(\tau) = -\sum_{i \in N} \gamma_{i,\min} \left( \log \tau_i + \sum_{j \in L_i} \log(1 - \tau_j) \right),$$

where $L_i = O_i \cup S_i$ denotes the set of aircraft that are one-hop or two-hop neighbors of aircraft $i$. The function $\log \tau_i$ is concave in $\tau_i$. For $i \in N, \sum_{j \in L_i} \log(1 - \tau_j)$ is thus a concave function of $\tau_j$. Therefore, $U(\tau)$ is a concave function of $\tau$. $U(\tau)$ has a unique global maximum by $\tau^* = (\tau^*_i, i \in N)$, where $\nabla U(\tau) |_{\tau^*} = 0$. After some manipulation, the optimal access probability can be shown to be given by Eq. (8).

The optimal access probability $\tau^*_i$ of aircraft $i$ satisfies the constraints $0 \leq \tau^*_i \leq 1$. Each aircraft computes its optimal access probabilities if it has information about its neighbors as well as the neighbors’ neighbors. When the network is formed, or the network topology changes due to the joining, leaving or movement of aircraft, each aircraft broadcasts the information of its neighbors to all aircraft within its transmission range. This algorithm is implemented in a distributed manner with a small amount of local information exchange.

**V. CONTROL STRATEGY**

Current air traffic control procedures compartmentalize sections of the airspace in order to minimize the workload of the human controllers. While this ensures the safe transit of all aircraft through the airspace, uncoordinated handoffs from one sector to the next frequently result in congestion in near the airport. This means that aircraft arrive almost unimpeded into the vicinity of the airport, but then spend a large amount of time orbiting in holding patterns while waiting for landing clearance. A high number of aircraft in relatively small volume of airspace is a safety hazard, and also results in high fuel consumption because the aircraft have to fly longer at low altitudes. Thus there is a significant performance loss associated with current protocols.

In this paper, we propose a control algorithm to minimize the flight times of aircraft from the time of appearance at the periphery of the airspace around an airport, to their eventual landing at the airport. The primary control variable in this formulation is a change in velocity. A minimum separation requirement between each pair of aircraft is imposed for safety. Trajectory modifications (holding patterns) are avoided as far as possible in order to maximize safety [37]. An aircraft is sent to a holding pattern (an elliptical trajectory designed to introduce separation between aircraft) only if no feasible velocity is found to resolve a projected conflict. The proposed control algorithm can either be automatically implemented by the aircraft involved in a potential conflict, or provide conflict resolution advisories to the pilot and the controllers.

The relative geometry between a given pair of aircraft depends on the links that they currently occupy. Broadly, any two links in the network of Fig. 1 can be classified as being paired or unpaired. Two links are said to be paired if they lead to the same fix, otherwise they are said to be unpaired. This distinction is important when considering the separation requirement between aircraft. If two aircraft are on paired links, the point of closest approach between them may occur before the merge point. In the next section, a geometrical constraint on the velocity of the trailing aircraft in a paired merge is derived.
A. Velocity Constraint for Paired Merges

Consider the geometrical layout shown in Fig. 2. Let the relative position of aircraft A with respect to B at the instant of initial contact be $\vec{r}_0$, their respective velocity vectors be $\vec{v}_A$ and $\vec{v}_B$, and the merge angle be $\phi$. Let the relative velocity be given by $\vec{v}_r = \vec{v}_A - \vec{v}_B$ and the angle between $\vec{r}_0$ and $\vec{v}_r$ by $\phi$. Then the distance and time of closest approach between A and B can be calculated using the relations derived in [38]. The time of closest approach is given by

$$t_c = -\frac{(\vec{r}_0 \cdot \vec{v}_r)}{(\vec{v}_r \cdot \vec{v}_r)},$$

and the relative position at the instant of closest approach is

$$\vec{r}_c = \vec{r}_0 + \vec{v}_r t_c = \vec{r}_0 - \vec{v}_r \left(\frac{\vec{r}_0 \cdot \vec{v}_r}{\vec{v}_r \cdot \vec{v}_r}\right).$$

The magnitude of the distance of closest approach is given by

$$r_c^2 = \vec{r}_c \cdot \vec{r}_c = r_0^2 \sin^2 \phi.$$

Let the minimum separation required between two aircraft at any time be $s_{min}$. Therefore, the maximum allowable value of $\phi$ is given by

$$r_c^2 \sin^2 \phi = s_{min}^2 \Rightarrow \sin \phi = \frac{s_{min}}{r_0}. \quad (9)$$

The initial distance between A and B should be more than $s_{min}$ for this relation to be valid. The value of $\phi$ decreases monotonically after initial contact, and the point of closest approach is reached when $\phi = \frac{\pi}{2}$. Therefore, if the initial value of $\phi$ is less than $\frac{\pi}{2}$, the distance between A and B increases monotonically. To maximize $v_B$ while still maintaining separation, it should satisfy Eq. (9) with $\phi > \frac{\pi}{2}$. Finally, this constraint is not active if $\phi < \frac{\pi}{2}$, or if the projected point of closest approach is beyond the merge point. Note that the geometric constraint is valid for the three-dimensional case as well, but is more difficult to visualize. In addition, most merges in actual airspace do not occur while aircraft are changing altitude. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider only two-dimensional merging scenarios.

B. Optimal Velocities for Paired Merges

Suppose the aircraft A and B are at a distance $s_A$ and $s_B$ respectively from the merge point in Fig. 2. The optimal velocities $v_A$ and $v_B$ that minimize the time at which the trailing aircraft B reaches the merge point are given by:

$$\begin{align*}
\min_{v_A, v_B} & \quad \frac{s_B}{v_B} \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad v_A \leq v_{A,max}, \quad v_B \geq v_{B,min} \quad \text{(Feasibility)} \\
& \quad v_B \leq f(v_A, s_A, s_B) \quad \text{(Separation)}
\end{align*} \quad (10)$$

Here, $f$ is the constraint on $v_B$ as explained in Section V-A, active when the aircraft are in danger of breaching the minimum separation requirement. Optimal values of $v_A$ and $v_B$ can be calculated using Lagrange multipliers, and are given by $v_A = v_{A,max}$, with $v_B$ satisfying the separation constraint with equality. The optimal value for $v_B$ can be calculated numerically in a very short time, since it is the result of a one-dimensional search with a known minimum constraint $v_{B,min}$.

C. Synthesized Control Strategy

The central facility calculates velocities for all aircraft in the centralized zone by estimating the current state of the airspace, based on the last known location and velocity of each aircraft. Expected landing times are calculated for each aircraft, thus generating a priority order for the centralized zone. Conflict detection is carried in a pairwise fashion for each pair of aircraft, starting with the aircraft that has the highest priority. Resolution maneuvers (if required) are commanded for the aircraft that are lower in the priority order. Consequently, an aircraft that is $i^{th}$ in the priority order for landing could have up to $(i-1)$ downward adjustments of its commanded velocity while the control algorithm is processing data. If the commanded velocity is less than the least feasible velocity for that aircraft, it is commanded to enter a holding pattern. Once the computation is completed, the final velocity commands are transmitted to each aircraft. Calculating optimal velocities for all aircraft in the centralized zone only requires a few hundredths of a second in terms of computation time, since it is a repeated application of the pairwise calculations from Section V-B. The necessity of commanding holding patterns is a function of the traffic demand, as explained in Section VI-B.

If successive aircraft are on paired links, the values are calculated using the relations described in Section V-B. If they are on unpaired links, the algorithm allows for the minimum separation of $s_{min}$ at their projected merge point. If two successive aircraft are on the same link, a separation of $s_{min}$ is ensured at all times, subject to the physical velocity constraints of each aircraft. If no feasible velocity is found for an aircraft, it is sent to a holding pattern, and resumes its original trajectory after a period of 2 min. This value is a realistic estimate of the time required to complete holding patterns in actual flight. Finally, optimal velocities are recalculated based on two trigger events: the entry of a new aircraft into the zone of centralized control, or the start or end of a holding pattern by at least one aircraft. The rest of the time, the central facility operates in passive monitoring mode.

Outside the centralized zone, the control algorithm uses local information received from ADS-B transmissions. In this paper, each ADS-B message is assumed to include a time stamp, and the maximum and minimum achievable velocities of the aircraft. Suppose aircraft A outside the centralized zone receives a transmission from aircraft B for the first time. It first decides on a pairwise order based on the projected arrival times of both aircraft at their eventual merge point. If aircraft A projects itself as arriving before B at the merge point, it only notes the presence of B but does not adjust its velocity. If it projects that aircraft B will arrive at the merge point first, it
computes a new velocity for itself in order to not conflict with B, while still flying as fast as possible. If B is also outside the centralized zone, it carries out a complementary set of calculations on detecting A for the first time. Even if aircraft B is under centralized control, it does not affect the computations carried out by aircraft A. Finally, in addition to the detection of a new aircraft, an aircraft recalculates its velocity if there is a change in state (link, velocity or hold) of another aircraft already being tracked. Since each pair of aircraft decides on a mutual order at the merge point, a unique ordering of all aircraft heading to a given merge point is developed.

D. Challenges for Control Implementation

There are several issues to overcome before the proposed algorithm can be implemented in practice. Firstly, due to stochastic transmission times and possible packet loss, state updates between an aircraft and another aircraft or the central facility are asynchronous. However, the time stamp within each ADS-B message allows the estimation of the current state of each aircraft, and also reduces the likelihood of inconsistent calculations in the distributed algorithm. Additionally, guards against a mismatch caused by the clocks on two aircraft not being synchronized. As long as all aircraft use the transmitted time stamps, computations will be consistent.

Uncertainty, both in state measurement and in velocity, is also a challenge to practical implementation. The proposed algorithm can account for uncertainty by appropriately buffering the minimum separation constraint. Finally, there is a non-zero probability that two aircraft are projected to reach their merge point at exactly the same time. In this case, the asynchronous nature of ADS-B transmissions proves beneficial. The distributed control algorithm is set to give precedence to the other aircraft in case of deadlock. Since it is very likely that one aircraft receives a state update before the other, it will already have slowed down by the time the other aircraft begins its computations. Even if message delivery is nearly simultaneous and both aircraft reduce their own velocities, a small time difference between the adjustments will be sufficient to resolve the deadlock in the next computation cycle.

The control algorithm also gives precedence to non-cooperative aircraft in the airspace, which could be present because of a lack of ADS-B equipment, equipment failure, or some other onboard emergency. Actual non-cooperative behavior can be differentiated from message reception failure by using the SUI to calculate the probability of no messages being received by the aircraft in a given time window. The SUI is important from the point of view of stability of the control algorithm, for example, if an aircraft has to slow down suddenly. Recall that the SUI is used to design the channel access control of the communication protocol in Section IV.

The maximum allowable SUI that retains network stability is derived below. It is assumed that aircraft arriving earlier at the merge point have higher priority, and that they can change their velocities without considering the aircraft behind them. Suppose aircraft A, flying at velocity \(v_A\), and B, flying at \(v_B\) (Fig. 2) have previously made contact while at distances \(s_A\) and \(s_B\) from the merge point, and aircraft A has priority. Aircraft A now reduces its velocity to \(v_A'\) while at a distance \(d_A\) from the merge point. Aircraft B, which is at distance \(d_B\) from the merge point, needs to adjust its own velocity to maintain separation with aircraft A. Nominally, aircraft A would reach the merge point after a further time \(t_A = \frac{d_A}{v_A}\), which is changed to \(t_A' = \frac{d_A}{v_A'} \geq t_A\). The instant of closest approach can be approximated by assuming that aircraft B is going to be in conflict with aircraft A at a time \((t_A' - t_A)\) before aircraft A arrives at the merge point. \(\eta_A\) denotes the maximum allowable SUI after which aircraft B can receive an update from aircraft A, and still not have to enter a holding pattern. In other words, aircraft B flies at its original velocity for a further time \(\eta_A\), after which it slows to \(v_{B, \min}\) until aircraft A is at the merge point. At this time, aircraft B needs to be at a distance \(s_{\min}\) from it. Equating the distance covered by aircraft B up to time \(t_A\) in the nominal case and up to time \(t_A'\) under the actual case, yields:

\[
d_B - s_{\min} = v_B \eta_A + v_{B, \min} \left( \frac{d_A}{v_A' - \eta_A} \right) = v_B \frac{d_A}{v_A'} - v_B = v_{B, \min}.
\]

Simplifying the above equation, the maximum allowable SUI for communication from aircraft A to aircraft B is

\[
\eta_A = \frac{\frac{d_A}{v_A'} v_B - \frac{d_A}{v_A} v_{B, \min}}{v_B - v_{B, \min}}. \tag{11}
\]

Eq. (11) suggests that as \(d_A\) decreases, that is, as aircraft A approaches the merge point, it needs faster updates in case of velocity changes. If aircraft B is already flying at its minimum speed \((v_B = v_{B, \min})\), then \(v_A' = v_A\), that is, aircraft A cannot slow down without causing aircraft B to change its trajectory to maintain separation. In the nominal case, \(v_A = v_A'\) and Eq. (11) implies \(\eta_A = \frac{d_A}{v_A}\). Aircraft A only needs to transmit an update when it reaches the merge point, supporting the assumption that control computations need only be run when aircraft transition from one link to another. For any \(v_A' < v_A\), the maximum allowable SUI is less than \(\frac{d_A}{v_A}\), that is, there must be an update before aircraft A arrives at the intersection. Note that the maximum allowable SUI is the essential requirement to guarantee the safety for maintaining the minimum separation requirement between aircraft. The maximum allowable SUI is used to optimize the performance of communication protocols in Section IV-B.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The performance of the proposed hybrid communication and control strategy is evaluated in this section. The simulations are carried out using a realistic model of air traffic operations into LAX in Fig 1. We develop a simulation environment comprehensively modeling the complex interplay among the air traffic load, the ground radar systems, the ADS-B systems, and the wireless channel [5]. The simulation model consists of three main components: the air traffic model, the surveillance network model, and the wireless channel model. Our simulator provides statistics on the wireless link performance and tracking information of a flight based on a realistic airspace model. Individual flights are simulated from their initial appearance 600 nm from the airport, until their arrival at the airport. The arrival trajectories are derived from the published standard terminal arrival routes for LAX, and verified using data from the FAA’s Performance Data Analysis and Reporting System (PDARS). The simulation framework contains a communication model that captures SINR-based signal propagation [35]. Although departing aircraft are separated by altitude, they are significant from a communication perspective, and are therefore included in the simulation. Consistent with ADS-B standards [3], the range of the transmit power and the required threshold to receive a packet are set to is $51 - 57$ dBm and $-84$ dBm, respectively.

LAX carried out 703,000 total operations in 2011 [39], which translates to 963 arrivals per day on average, or one aircraft every 90 s. Since current operations consist of demand peaks and lulls, the daily average is a good approximation to the average arrival rate seen over several hours. The uncertain nature of demand is captured by the assumption that aircraft appear at the boundary of the simulated region as a Poisson process with average inter-arrival time $\lambda = 90$ s. To account for future traffic levels, 1.5 times ($\lambda = 65$ s) and 2 times the current traffic level ($\lambda = 45$ s) are also simulated.

A. Communication Performance

The simulation results are validated through comparisons with the PDARS (actual radar measurements from the Southern California sector). Fig. 3 shows a histogram of the number of consecutive failures of the radar sweep (as measured by missed target hits in the PDARS data), the approximated geometric distribution, and simulation results corresponding to traffic loads $\lambda = 45$ s and 90 s. The distribution of the consecutive radar sweep failures matches well with both a geometric model and simulations for the current traffic load, $\lambda = 90$ s. It can therefore be assumed that the burst length of a wireless link is small enough to make a time-independence assumption for that link. Since ADS-B was not operational at the time of the PDARS measurements, they reflect radar performance without interference from ADS-B. As the number of aircraft increases ($\lambda = 45$ s), the failure probability increases due to increased interference from ADS-B.

There is a fundamental tradeoff between infrastructure cost and SUI of the network. Fig. 4 shows the variation of the

![Fig. 4: Infrastructure cost, ADS-B SUI, and centralized SUI as a function of the radius of centralized zone for different traffic loads. Note that the level of confidence is represented as a percentile.](image)

![Fig. 5: Average SUI and aircraft density as a function of the distance from the airport. The dark and light gray colored areas present the centralized and distributed zones, respectively. Note that $R = 0$ nm refers to ADS-B systems with maximum transmit power and default number of transmissions.](image)
infrastructure cost (average cost of radars to cover the centralized zone), ADS-B SUI, and centralized SUI as a function of the radius of the centralized zone, for traffic loads $\lambda = 45\,\text{s}$, $65\,\text{s}$ and $90\,\text{s}$. Note that the 95th percentile is set as the default level of confidence for computing the SUI. In Fig. 4(a), the cost is seen to increase monotonically with the radius of the centralized zone. Fig. 4(b) compares the 95th percentile of the ADS-B SUI for the handover and distributed zones as a function of the radius of the centralized zone. Note that the performance of the SUI is essential to guarantee the minimum separation requirement between aircraft as described in Section V-D. Outside the centralized zone, a track update is considered completed when an ADS-B broadcast is successful, that is, it is successfully received by all receivers located in the local broadcasting region. The gains in efficiency across different traffic loads for the distributed zone are found to be small compared to those in the handover zone, due to the larger distance from the centralized zone. Fig. 4(c) shows the 95th percentile of the SUI of ADS-B ground stations and the SUI for the centralized zone. The SUI of the centralized zone combines the state update of aircraft by using ADS-B ground stations and ground radar systems. The SUI of the centralized zone increase as the radius of centralized zone decreases, especially when the traffic load is high ($\lambda = 45\,\text{s}$). This is due to the increase in interference from ADS-B as the radius of the centralized zone decreases, since each aircraft only reduces its transmit power and channel access probability close to the centralized zone as described in Section IV. Although the SUI depends on the radius of the centralized zone, a lower traffic load has a lower SUI than higher traffic loads due to lower interference levels.

Finally, Fig. 5 shows the average SUI and number of aircraft per unit area as a function of the distance from the airport, for different traffic loads $\lambda = 45\,\text{s}$ and $90\,\text{s}$, and radii of centralized zone $R = 0\,\text{nm}$ and $50\,\text{nm}$. Aircraft are grouped into $20\,\text{nm}$ bins based on their distance from the airport. The dark and light gray colored areas represent the centralized and the fully distributed zones of the communication protocol, respectively. $R = 0\,\text{nm}$ refers to ADS-B systems with maximum transmit power and default number of transmissions. The average SUI changes with distance from the airport due to the variation in ground radar and aircraft densities. The number of aircraft in the terminal area is larger than elsewhere in the airspace. The average SUI is large for an aircraft in the terminal area because the interrogation rate and aircraft density are both high, leading to significant interference. For $R = 0\,\text{nm}$, the average SUI increases significantly close to the airport due to the use of maximum transmit power. For the other cases, transmit power and channel access probability are minimized within the centralized zone to reduce interference with radars. Distributed access control is seen to significantly reduce the average SUI outside the centralized zone, illustrating the effectiveness of the proposed solution.

B. Control Performance

Holding patterns in the airspace are an indicator of congestion and instability within the network. These holds are necessary when just a velocity change by an aircraft cannot guarantee safety. In dense traffic, one holding pattern typically causes a cascade of holding patterns upstream, affecting a large section of the airspace. Fig. 6 shows the average number of holds commanded per hour for traffic loads $\lambda = 45\,\text{s}$, $65\,\text{s}$ and $90\,\text{s}$, as a function of the radius of the centralized region. The benefits of moving from a radius of $65\,\text{nm}$ to $110\,\text{nm}$ are seen to be quite small. As the traffic arrival rate increases, there are large benefits in moving from a $30\,\text{nm}$ radius to a $65\,\text{nm}$ radius. This trend is similar to the one seen for communication performance in Fig. 4.

Fig. 7 further emphasizes the unstable nature of the network for high traffic rates and small centralized zones. It shows a time series of traffic for two different sizes of the centralized region. Centralized control applied to the larger region ($R = 110\,\text{nm}$) is seen to stabilize the traffic in all three cases $\lambda = 45$, $65$, $90\,\text{s}$. On the other hand, the smaller cases.

(a) Radius of centralized region = 110 nm

(b) Radius of centralized region = 30 nm
region ($R = 30$ nm) cannot cope with higher traffic loads, and experiences a continuous increase in the number of active aircraft in the airspace, most of which have been delayed in the central region. While holding patterns are generated in bursts, low to moderate traffic loads allow the airspace to recover and resume smooth operations. However, traffic accumulates if more holds are generated before this recovery is complete, as can happen with high traffic loads.

Current air traffic control procedures rely heavily on human supervision, and are difficult to model exactly. However, it is reasonable to assume that aircraft are only deconflicted up to the next merge point, and downstream conflicts are resolved as they emerge. Fig. 8 compares this approach to the proposed control strategy for $\lambda = 65$ s. It shows the average amount of time required by aircraft at the periphery to land at the airport. Since all the simulations start with an empty airspace model, the initial flight times for all cases are similar (approximately 2.75 hours). However, as time progresses and the airspace congestion increases, the difference in performance becomes significant. The proposed control algorithm performs significantly better than the current operations for all values of the central radius. Increasing the radius of the centralized region increases the efficiency of the control algorithm up to a point (seen to be at 65 nm for the current model), beyond which the marginal benefits are minimal.

Decreasing the radius of the centralized zone reduces the number of ground radars near a terminal area and the associated ground infrastructure cost, as shown in Fig. 4(a). However, a smaller centralized zone degrades both communication (Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)) and control performance (Fig. 6). An arbitrarily large region of centralized control not only entails large costs, but also fails to show significant improvement in performance. The traffic density far away from an airport is small enough for the distributed control algorithm to perform nearly as good as the centralized algorithm.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a framework combining communication and control to improve the safety and efficiency of NextGen. Issues governing the level of decentralization are analyzed, and it is shown that the introduction of ADS-B improves overall system performance. The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated through simulations on a realistic air traffic system model, and validated using actual surveillance data. The practical challenges associated with control over an imperfect communication link are investigated. Numerical results show that the proposed scheme significantly improves the performance of the communication, navigation, and surveillance systems under increasing traffic levels. The proposed hybrid centralized/distributed strategy has performance comparable to fully centralized strategies, while requiring significantly less ground infrastructure. The tradeoffs between infrastructure cost and system performance depending on the level of decentralization are also discussed.

Future work will include the stability analysis of the distributed control algorithm using queueing theory. Multihop communication protocols will also be developed to manage congestion in the distributed zones.
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